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GENERAL INFORMATION
THE BRYOLOGIST publishes research papers and reviews dealing with all aspects of bryology and lichenology. All manuscripts 
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bryologist/. Instructions to authors and editor contact information is available at ABLS.org and at PeerTrack/bryologist.  
Email contact for the journal is: bryologist@peertrack.net

THE BRYOLOGIST (ISSN 0007-2745), a journal devoted to the study of bryophytes and lichens, is published quarterly by The 
American Bryological and Lichenological Society, Inc. Renew subscription and membership online at: http://abls.allenpress.com/
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may subscribe to THE BRYOLOGIST hard copy for $160 per volume ($190 for all other institutions). The cost for Evansia hard copy 
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POSTMASTER: send address changes to ABLS Member Services, Allen Press, P.O. Box 7065, Lawrence, KS 66044.

The Bryologist and ABLS website is at http://www.abls.org

Cover illustration: Colony of Physcomitrium pygmaeum with young sporophytes growing by Pilgrim Lake, Nevada, U.S.A. (inset). This is the first 
verified presence of this species in 85 years. See article by Medina et al., page 528.
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